Peace of mind at your fingertips.
Noonlight protects you 24/7

GETTING PROACTIVE WITH YOUR SAFETY

With over 240M calls placed to 911 every year, and 70% of those coming from a mobile device, it seems that 911 technologies - built for the age of the landline - are less equipped than ever before to protect us. Noonlight uses advanced mobile technologies to dispatch help to our users faster and more effectively than 911 alone - allowing peace of mind for you at school, work, home, and everywhere in between.

WHY NOONLIGHT?

PRECISE LOCATION DETECTION. We use GPS coordinates from your mobile device to pinpoint your location in just 5 seconds up to a 5 meter accuracy, real time - compared to the average 911 call which lasts 6+ minutes and only a 300 meter accuracy reading. No talking required!

AUTO SYNC WITH EMERGENCY SERVICES. We are able to send help - Police, Fire, & EMS - to any location in the United States, even when there is no Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP).

24/7/365 CALL CENTER. Our friendly staff of Five Diamond Certified agents have the ability to text and talk through every emergency until help arrives. Medical emergency? They’re ProQA certified too!

HOW IT WORKS


2. In danger? Simply press and release the blue button, do NOT enter your PIN, and local emergency services will be notified of your location and emergency.

3. Need to cancel? Easy! Just enter in your 4 digit pin after releasing the button.

GET IT FREE @ NOONLIGHT.COM/WUSTL